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The Ethical Ramification of Progressing AI

The most mainstream depiction of AI is Jarvis from the Iron Man movies. Tony Stark

created a digital assistant that helps him with anything. Jarvis is a "strong artificial intelligence"

or general intelligence, meaning it is capable of performing any task, from scheduling

appointments to writing essays. Jarvis is what most people imagine when they discuss artificial

intelligence and how it might impact our future.

In reality, the AI of the near future is more likely to be “weak artificial intelligence”.

These artificial engines are fine-tuned and focus on performing a specific task, like playing chess

or answering a question. Every example of artificial intelligence that we are currently developing

and using is classified as “weak AI”. For example, the Siri assistant in all Apple products might

seem like a general AI but in reality “she” isn’t. Siri is an AI that is fine-tuned to answer any

question by analyzing information from the apps on the phone or searching the internet. Siri

cannot compose a symphony.

As a society, we are just scratching the surface of AI, and the possibilities seem endless.

And yet, people are already reluctant to embrace AI as the next step when it comes to

revolutionizing technology and the way we live. Why are people reluctant to embrace artificial

intelligence? What do we have to fear? First and foremost, it is essential to acknowledge that AI

is already making its debut in various industries, the obvious ones being tech-centered companies
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but AI has also started to appear in the healthcare industry and in banking to name a few. If we

fail to take the initiative and don’t establish ethical guidelines for AI-based companies to follow,

we leave these companies to self-regulate and use AI as they see fit. Rather than fearing what the

future holds, we must embrace the fact that AI will be a part of it and begin setting ethical

guidelines for how we wish it to affect society.

In order to establish ethical guidelines, which will serve as the foundation for all future

AIs, we must first identify the issues we wish to avoid. Going back to our example of Jarvis, we

think of AI as highly objective machines. Since they lack the ability to form human relationships

AI must be immune to forming biases towards one group of people. However, in reality, machine

learning AIs are trained on data sets created by humans. Machines reflect the unintended

cognitive bias of their developers. Cognitive biases occur during machine learning when a

developer creates a data set made from information that is easily accessible to them. Most

engineers are white men; their inherent implicit bias prevents them from creating equal access

technologies. Ali Breland, a journalist who writes about internet disinformation, highlights the

problem of racist code: “Facial recognition software has problems recognizing black faces

because its algorithms are usually written by white engineers who dominate the technology

sector” (Breland). This poses an extreme disadvantage to people of color when it comes to using

technologies that should be made to facilitate their lives but actually makes it hard for them to

use said technologies. Since most engineers and therefore machine learning developers are white

men, they don’t have deep connections to minorities or an understanding of their cultures.

Therefore the data sets they create only accurately represent their culture. According to the

Lexalitics blog “Bias in AI and Machine Learning: Sources and Solution,” “[machines] think the

way it’s been taught.” Artificial intelligence can’t be racist it can’t be sexist, it only pulls answers
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from the information it has access to.

According to Lexalytics - a technology analysis company that writes articles

summarizing current conversations about technologies - there are many types of biases that

researchers must watch out for. Availability bias often occurs when researchers pull their data

from the internet. 40% of Africans have access to the internet, compared to the 90% of

Americans that use the internet daily. It is easy to see how finding information about America, a

single country that has a lot of access to the internet, is easy. So when researchers are making

data sets, they will tend to more accurately represent information about Western countries and

their populations because researchers come from those countries and understand those cultures.

When asked to find data on technologically underprivileged countries they are left to draw from

their own biases and unintentional prejudice stereotypes or sources that carry the same biases.

In November 2022, Federico Bianchi, a postdoctoral researcher at Stanford University,

tweeted images he procured by writing prompts into DALL-E, OpenAI’s deep learning model

that generates images from prompts. He posted the prompt and then the image the AI generated.

The first prompt was “an American with his car”. The AI generated a white male in lean clothing

in front of a vintage shiny car on a nice pavement with what looks like a city in the distance. The

next prompt Bianchi typed was “African man and his car”. The image that was generated

depicted a black man on a dirt road in tattered clothing. The man is standing in front of a

run-down, rusty car. Behind him were trees which leads us to believe he is in a rural area. These

two images stood in juxtaposition with one another. The images that DALL-E generated can

enforce pre-existing stereotypes that lay dormant in the minds of unknowing users. Bianchi

wants to draw out attention to these unintentional cognitive biases that appear in the first forms

of deep learning models. And since OpenAI is one of the first companies to provide a product
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like DALL-E to the public, they have the power to set the foundation for other AIs to come. If

these unintentional prejudice assumptions are able to slip through the data sets that form the way

AI processes and analyzes data then we need to be extremely careful. We need to be more aware

of how our background can end up affecting users from their own prejudiced ideals based on the

images they see when typing in a prompt.

Jessica Cohen-Bender is a teacher at Mountain View High School who has taught at both

private and public schools. She has worked with students of many different backgrounds. She

has seen firsthand the advantage of accessibility that we experience not only as students but also

as citizens of Silicon Valley. For example, when using artificially intelligent machines like

DALL-E or Midjourney users are given a small number of free uses each month but are then

required to buy a monthly subscription to be able to gain access to the engine. Families that work

in the Silicon Valley or in more wealthy areas are able to pay these subscriptions if they wish to.

This creates an unfair advantage for those who aren’t able to pay. Now at the moment, this might

only apply to image generating machines but in the future, these subscription based AI tools will

become more popular, and soon only those who can afford them will have access to these

groundbreaking technologies. Cohen-Bender explains,“...those of us who have funds to purchase

subscriptions or software … have increased access to voice and we increase our presence in the

data set.” Companies cater to their targeted clients, “wealth distribution, in this country, is often

lying on racial lines” (Cohen-Bender), their clients being predominantly white Americans will be

well represented in the data-set, but once again the lack of perspective when it comes to clients

now as well will begin to affect the kind of information the machine outputs.

During the 1960s the industrial revolution underwent a major change. Factories began

manufacturing machines which replaced many humans. The efficiency of the overall production
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however increased dramatically. Throughout the years the progression of those machines has

further improved resulting in the need for fewer and fewer humans to work in factories. This

process of automation put blue collar jobs in danger. The implementation of AI in the workplace

tech and upper management jobs are also being threatened. John P. Sullins, professor of

philosophy at Sonoma State University and the director of programming for the Sonoma State

University Center for Ethics Law and Society (CELS), began to raise concerns in 2005 about

how the progression of AI will affect job distribution. “Manufacturing and assembly line jobs

become fully automated, but upper management and strategic planning positions may be

computerized as well” (Sullins). Sullins does, however, recognize that this dramatic change

would only be effective once strong AI is implemented in the workplace, and as we have seen he

raised these concerns in 2005 and they have yet to fully come to fruition. Sullins also recognizes

that with these new technologies, new jobs concerning AI will also emerge.

David De Cremer, a Belgian scholar examining behavioral applications to organizations,

management and economics, and Garry Kasparov address the problems with how companies are

using artificial intelligence “Intelligent systems are displacing humans in manufacturing, service

delivery, recruitment, and the financial industry, consequently moving human workers towards

lower-paid jobs or making them unemployed” (Cremer & Kasparov). Still, many people are

reluctant to promote the progression of AI or even incorporate it into their daily lives, more so

than it is already because they still believe that the loss of jobs outways the number of new jobs

that AI will bring to the table.

, who works at MAIEI (Montreal artificial intelligence ethics institute)Connor Wright

and is studying Philosophy and AI at the University of Exeter, has struggled with this idea for

some time. Wright describes himself as being more on the “techno-optimist side” when it comes

mailto:connor.is.wright@googlemail.com
https://go.gale.com/ps/retrieve.do?tabID=Reference&resultListType=RESULT_LIST&searchResultsType=MultiTab&retrievalId=f61f85b0-896d-4ac2-ab51-c01a8b268bd0&hitCount=471&searchType=BasicSearchForm&currentPosition=1&docId=GALE%7CCX3434900060&docType=Topic+overview&sort=Relevance&contentSegment=ZXAP-VRL&prodId=SUIC&pageNum=1&contentSet=GALE%7CCX3434900060&searchId=R1&userGroupName=moun43602&inPS=true#
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to conversations about AI he firmly believes that there is a fine line between artificial

intelligence facilitating the work of humans and replacing them altogether. One of Wright’s

master colleagues gets approached by AI businesses asking him to automate aspects of their

businesses. Instead, Wright’s friend asks these companies “Why are you trying to replace the

human capital and not augment it?” (Wright). The future of AI must be focusing on helping us

and not replacing us. Once people, who are reluctant to trust AI adopt and accept this outcome,

they will come to realize the positive effect these technologies could have on humanity.

After acknowledging the problems we want to steer clear of and explaining the positive

impact that we want artificial intelligence to have on our lives, it is finally time to propose

solutions. We must set guidelines in order to shape the future of AI. First, we make rules that the

current artificial intelligent machines must follow, in order to ensure that future AI technologies

will do the same.

Teresa Martin, a columnist for Cape Cod Times, exposed how artificial intelligence

companies were training their AI. She talked about how any pictures a user posts online, whether

it is of themselves or a family member, artificial intelligence companies like OpenAI use those

easily accessible images to train their engines. She underlines that it is important to clarify and

give definite answers to questions like “What rights do subjects in images have?” or “Did the

original creator give permission to use their photo or image as interpretation, do they need it?”

Because when it comes to image generating AI there are not many restrictions because it is such

a new technology.

Alex Engler is a Fellow in Governance Studies at The Brookings Institution, in 2021 he

wrote about open-source software and how it can help reduce AI bias. Open-source software

(OSS) is software that is a software or code that is freely accessible and can be changed by
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anyone. In a world where AI developers are pushed to come out with the next big technological

breakthrough before their competition gets the chance, they often look over accurate

representation. “Data scientists and machine learning engineers at private companies are often

time-constrained and operating in competitive markets. In order to keep their jobs, they must

work hard on developing models and building products, without necessarily the same pressure on

thoroughly examining models for biases.” OSS lets other developers look at the data sets that

these machines are using and add to them, giving machines examples that accurately represent

communities or situations. “open-source code can be incredibly helpful in discovering and

mitigating discriminatory aspects of machine learning” Engler continues by emphasizing that

there should be more governmental oversight but private companies should also invest in OSS as

it is “ a different lever to improve AI’s role in society”.

In conclusion, when it comes to AI, we are forced to accept the fact that AI will be a part

of our future. The only way to ensure that AI is incorporated safely and ethically into our lives is

to be a part of the conversation. We need to take a stand for AI that augments our abilities to do

work, AI that augments our quality of life, but also take a stand with companies that have our

best interests in mind. In addition, we need to be more confident about how we teach AI is

influenced by our own personal biases, and the only way to ensure that we ethically teach and

make AI is to have more people with different backgrounds in the room making decisions that

will impact millions of people.
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